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Minutes 

1. Welcome and introduction 
 

ACER representative and ENTSO-E representative welcome participants and introduce the 
agenda.ENTSO-E representative reminds all attendees online that any recording of the session (by an 
artificial intelligence minutes recorder or otherwise) is not allowed; the official meeting minutes will 
be posted on the ENTSO-E website following the meeting.  
 

2. Balancing platform updates 

ENTSO-E representative presents an update about the status of all European Balancing Platforms. 
Highlighted progress includes the inclusion of new TSOs to the platforms (go-live of ESO in IGCC, 
TERNA in PICASSO and APG in MARI), design improvements, changes to local procurement rules and 
significant economic surplus for the IGCC platform of around €280 million in the first half 2023, as 
well as an economic surplus for the first time of €7.1 million for MARI, €100 million in Q1-Q3 2023 
for PICASSO, and €200 million from January to September for TERRE. He notifies that the accession 
roadmaps for 2024 are now developed and will be published in late October.  

EBSG discusses: 

• EFET representative asks about the situation of the Nordics, and if the ENTSO-E representative 
could expand on this. 

o ENTSO-E representative clarifies that Energinet and Fingrid plan to connect to the 
platforms before the legal deadline and that Statnett and SVK published a statement 
on this topic. 

• EURELECTRIC representative asks if stakeholders could have some updates during the next 
EBSG on the Capacity Management IT Solution implementation. 

o ENTSO-E representative states that the Capacity Management IT Solution had its 
technical go-live on 4 October 2023. 
 

➢ ENTSO-E to provide an operational update on the Capacity Management IT Solution in the 
April 2024 EBSG meeting. 

 

a. IGCC 

ENTSO-E representative informs that, since the go-live of ESO (Bulgaria) in March 2023, all EU TSOs 
are connected to the platform. He points out that there could be a new accession roadmap coming 
soon to bring more members to the platform. He adds that there was an all-time high in terms of 
the total netted volume (in July 2023) and that the platform is using 79% of the total netting 
potential available.  

EBSG discusses: 

• EFET representative asks if there are any plans from the TSOs for an ‘‘IGCC exit strategy’’ that 

https://eepublicdownloads.blob.core.windows.net/public-cdn-container/clean-documents/Network%20codes%20documents/NC%20EB/2023/231025_Information_Go_Live_Capacity_Management_IT_Solution.pdf
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is similar to the accession roadmap. 

o ENTSO-E representative replies that there is no such roadmap and that as long as there 
is a TSO on the IN-platform and not on PICASSO, TSOs will still need the optimisation 
function and ENTSO-E will keep it running until then. 
 

b. MARI 

The ENTSO-E representative updates on MARI developments. He states that APG joined the 
platform in June 2023 and that, since APG go-live, only one price incident has happened. He adds that 
there was an economic surplus of €7.1 million from January to September 2023. 

EBSG discusses: 

• ACER representative asks for clarification about the term “unsatisfied elastic demand” on 
slide 11. 

o ENTSO-E representative states that unsatisfied demand was the demand that was 
submitted but not met.  

o ENTSO-E representative clarifies that ENTSO-E should elaborate this explanation 
during the PICASSO part of the slides, and that the wording should be additional 
unsatisfied demand.   

o ACER representative asks to clarify what is the economic surplus. 
o ENTSO-E representative notes that ENTSO-E should clarify this slide at a later stage. 

 
➢ ENTSO-E to clarify the MARI unsatisfied demand calculations and theoretical assumptions 

behind.  
 

c. PICASSO 

ENTSO-E representative presents the updates on the recent developments in the PICASSO platform 
and notes that TERNA accessed the platform in July 2023, and that remaining Member TSOs will 
gradually join the platform. He provides an insight into the structure of the PICASSO CMOL and 
mentions that the Merit Order List (MOL) is stable and between 400-500 euros per MWh.  

EBSG discusses: 

• EFET representative asks whether the ENTSO-E representative can clarify when TERNA will 
publish their aFRR demand report. 

o ENTSO-E representative is not able to answer this question and notes that this 
question would need to be submitted to TERNA representatives.  

• EFET representative states that satisfied demand numbers of TERNA are significant, while 
economic surplus numbers are small. Referring to slide 16, he asks if that means that Italy 
exceeds the 500MW that is offered in the platform. 

o ENTSO-E representative clarifies that the low economic surplus could mean that bids 
in this area are cheap, and that if you have bids that are not competitive, the 
economic surplus is not very high. In terms of the number of additional demand, he 
agrees with the EFET representative that the amount is negligible compared to the 
total demand present in the platform. 

o EFET representative asks how the aFRR prices of Italy are calculated.  
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o ENTSO-E representative states that he would need to ask TERNA and that he could 
not answer the question, but clarifies that prices are set by BSPs which then submit 
them to TERNA.  

• ACER representative asks the ENTSO-E representative to further clarify the graphical 
representation on slide 20. 

o ENTSO-E representative notes that ENTSO-E did a virtual activation of the CMOL at 
1500 MW, and states that the MOL in a positive direction at 1500 MW is stable and 
in the range of 400-500 euros/MWh, with few outliers, while for negative direction, 
there is also a kind of seasonal behaviour of the MOL bids, with prices in July and 
August a bit higher compared to the period of late-August and September, as well as 
more dependency on the weekends.    

• EURELECTRIC representative asks if it is possible to have an idea of the number of BSPs active 
on the PICASSO CMOL. 

o ENTSO-E representative states that this information is not available in the platform 
as ENTSO-E gets the bids in an anonymized manner. He notes that ENTSO-E might 
have a database for further evaluation, and that he would need to clarify this with 
colleagues.  

 
➢ ENTSO-E to clarify when the aFRR activation of TERNA is published.  

 

d. TERRE 

ENTSO-E representative explains the latest developments in TERRE and indicates that TERRE TSOs 
met NRAs during an Interest Group (IG) meeting in October to share the main results of the public 
survey and possible way forward with the number of clearings. He adds that updates will be 
communicated during the next Balancing Platform Stakeholder Workshop on 30 November. 

EBSG discusses: 

• On slide 23, ACER representative asks if the difference between the demand volumes and 
the bid activation volume is mainly unsatisfied elastic demand, or if there are cases of 
unsatisfied inelastic demand (especially focusing on the representation of positive RR in 
September in the demand volumes chart, as it is not following the trend).   

o ENTSO-E representative responds that there could be an error or an unexpected cost 
and that he would need to clarify this point.  

o ACER representative notes that this is the opposite from what ACER would expect.    
 

➢ ENTSO-E to clarify the TERRE KPI for September for accuracy (with regard to demand 
volumes).  

 

3. Co-optimisation  

ENTSO-E representative provides an update on Co-optimisation and asks market participants to 
provide a Bidding Guide. He adds that ACER deleted the unilateral linking in the CZCA Harmonised 
Methodology but understands it still that linking between balancing capacity products and DAM 
products remains part of co-optimisation. He asks market participants to provide an answer to 
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ENTSO-E by 15 January, and refers to the Explanatory Note provided in the EBSG meeting materials.  

 

EBSG discusses: 

• ACER representative asks if the bidding guide is needed, and why would not ENTSO-E just 
launch a public consultation asking some very clear questions instead of spending one year 
to get some input from market participants. He adds that the Explanatory Note does not 
show any clear questions that market participants should answer.  

o ENTSO-E representative points out that TSOs proposed unilateral linking. He adds 
that TSOs would like to ask the market participants to provide their inputs on the 
three points that are highlighted in the Explanatory Note.  

o ACER representative notes that this puts the burden on the market participants, and 
notes that a one-year period is too much, in their opinion. He asks the ENTSO-E 
representative to clarify, on the implementation footnote on slide 2, which type of 
R&D would be foreseen before 2026 or whether TSOs and NEMOs put everything on 
hold. 

o ENTSO-E representative mentions that R&D is a NEMOs action since it relates to the 
algorithm development, not a TSOs’ one, and that it is fully up to NEMOs to decide 
when and how NEMOs run their R&D, and that TSOs are not taking part in that. 

o ACER representative indicates that there is nothing stopping NEMOs from starting 
the R&D. He asks why there is such a long period for the Bidding Guide, and that it 
seems that TSOs are trying to postpone co-optimisation or blame other parties for 
co-optimisation not moving forward. 

o ENTSO-E representative clarifies that the bidding guide does not impede the R&D to 
be done by NEMOs, but is rather be supplementary to that. As a reaction to ACER’s 
comments, he notes that TSOs would like to give freedom to market participants on 
how market participants see the process, but that TSOs would provide their expertise 
to work further on co-optimisation.  

 

EFET presentation  

EFET representative responds to the Bidding Guide request and states that market participants are 
happy to engage in discussions about the necessity for bidding but highlights that EFET does not see 
co-optimisation as the way forward due to a gap between the theory to practical implementation. 
He provides sequential bidding as an illustration of his concern and adds that in terms of 
consequences, market participants will have to include premiums or reduce volumes at simultaneous 
markets, to account for the uncertainty involved. 

EBSG discussions: 

• EURELECTRIC representative states her support for EFET representative’s comments and 
presentation and reminds that EURELECTRIC is sceptical about co-optimisation. She notes 
that ENTSO-E is putting forward deadlines when TSOs are not sure about the R&D themselves 
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and feasibility itself. She adds that EURELECTRIC could provide inputs to the Bidding Guide 
but points out that EURELECTRIC cannot be the only one developing the document. She 
clarifies that EURELECTRIC would need to limit themselves with qualitative feedback in the 
Bidding Guide, due to anti-competition rules, including key principles and features of the 
linking. She asks to be reassured that this qualitative feedback would be useful to R&D. 

o EURELECTRIC representative further asked how TSOs intend to transpose the Bidding 
Guide into the next steps. 

o ACER representative agrees with the comments from EURELECTRIC, and on the need 
to continue working on R&D. On the input to the Bidding Guide, he states that ACER 
would not expect market participants to develop the whole Bidding Guide and it is 
TSOs who need to further clarify what it is needed. 

o EURELECTRIC representative clarifies that EURELECTRIC did not ask the R&D to 
continue now but wants first to clarify the linking issues and that EURELECTRIC also 
would like to raise attention to not set binding deadlines now.  

o ACER representative re-states their disagreement on the need of a year for the Bidding 
Guide exercise. 

• EURELECTRIC representative asks for clarification if the implementation of co-optimisation is 
limited to the SDAC Algorithm Methodology, and that there would not be a back and forwards 
with the CZCA Harmonised Methodology.  

o ACER representative notes that, in the Algorithm Methodology, it should be more 
detailed how to integrate co-optimisation in the SDAC. He adds that ACER would 
expect to receive the Algorithm Methodology a month from now and that ACER would 
put forward a public consultation on their decision.  

 
➢ ENTSO-E is asked to consider providing to the market participants a request with clear 

questions from TSOs and NEMOs on the bidding guide, along with the clear way forward, clear 
scenarios, etc. 

 

4. Implementation Framework Survey 

ENTSO-E representative provides an overview of the IF Survey outcomes and the next steps 
planning.  

EBSG discusses: 

• ACER representative asks if stakeholders consider it relevant to conduct the stakeholder 
survey in Q2 2024. 

o ENTSO-E representative asks market participants to state if Q2 2024 is too early for 
another stakeholder survey. 

o EFET representative states that it would be relevant to react in terms of the 
harmonisation progress and depending on the progress, there could be a need for 
new surveys depending on the rounds of harmonisation. He notes that it is too early 
to say.  
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• ACER representative clarifies that the next year’s timeline could be kept until July 2025, but 
then the next one (third arrow) could be considered in the next EBSG.  
 

➢ ENTSO-E to come back to the question about the need for a new IF survey in 2024 in the April 
2024 EBSG meeting. 

 

5. High Prices Mitigation Measures 

ENTSO-E representative provides an update on the Stakeholder Webinar of 23 October and next steps, 
and states that the public consultation on potential amendments to the IFs and Pricing Methodology 
is open from 12 October to 12 December 2023. He explains the content of each of the measures in 
the consultation and asks stakeholders to provide feedback to the consultation. He adds that ENTSO-
E will publish quarterly pricing reports from Q3 2023 on the ENTSO-E website by the end of 2023. 

EBSG discusses: 

• ACER representative asks about the slides of the 23 October Stakeholder Webinar and if 
ENTSO-E can share them. 

o ENTSO-E representative replies that the slides are available on the public 
consultation website. 

• EURELECTRIC representative provides feedback on the voluntary elastic aFRR demand 
proposal and on the 23 October Stakeholder Webinar, noting that EURELECTRIC believes 
that elastic demand should not behave like a price cap. She asks for clarification on whether 
this concern has been considered. 

o ENTSO-E representative answers that the measures will not go above the necessary 
limits.  

o EURELECTRIC representative notes that the curves mentioned in Article 3.5 should 
be published in any case, and EURELECTRIC does not see why there would not be a 
reason why TSOs would not be transparent. 

o ENTSO-E representative states that TSOs have taken the content already approved 
in the mFRR IF as a template and see no need to go beyond this. 

o EURELECTRIC representative notes that TSOs are proposing changes in the demand 
curve, but this is an issue if it was not highlighted previously, and that ENTSO-E should 
consider the raised transparency concerns. 

• ACER representative mentions that in Article 3(5), the reference should be to 4(c) instead of 
4(b). 

• ACER representative asks to clarify if TSOs’ accessions are meant to be conditional upon the 
implementation of these proposed measures, should they be approved, or if that is not the 
case. 

o ENTSO-E representative notes that these concerns should be raised to NRAs. 
o ACER representative asks if TSOs have a plan in terms of the accession roadmaps and 

if there are plans for TSOs to join. 
o ENTSO-E representative notes that TSOs have approved the accession roadmap with 

conditionality elements stated in footnotes.  
o ACER representative asks for a clarification on one of the TSOs’ technical issues to 

join the platforms, and if these issues are no longer of concern.   

https://consultations.entsoe.eu/markets/all-tsos-proposal-amendments-afrr-if-pricing-metho/
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o ENTSO-E representative clarifies that those technical issues are fixed now, but as high 
prices are seen in the platforms, a TSO’s NRA asked the TSO to include some 
mitigation measures to be able to connect to the platform. She adds that this TSO’s 
connection is not only linked to technical issues but also linked to regulatory 
concerns.  

o ACER representative is grateful for the clarification of the ENTSO-E representative on 
the technical readiness and their transparency. 

• EFET representative states that their feedback has not been considered since the last EBSG 
meeting. He adds that transparency should be expanded as EFET questions the methodology 
applied and the thinking process of the mitigation measures.  

o ENTSO-E representative mentions that TSOs are not hiding anything, but from TSOs 
point of view, there are national concerns, which result in the way these mitigation 
measures were proposed.  

o EFET representative clarifies that EFET did not make remarks about mitigation 
measures specifically, and that instead EFET asked to give markets a heads up. He 
further notes that the other statement EFET made is that there is limited 
attractiveness to participate in the market for several reasons, including that market 
participants are facing unprecedented regulatory risks, and the evaluation is taking 
as a given that there is exercise of market power. 

o ENTSO-E representative clarifies that TSOs did not say that there is an exercise of 
market power, and TSOs did not state something like this in the document. He 
clarifies that literature referred to in the explanatory note clearly underlines that the 
given conditions at EU balancing energy markets makes the exercise of potential 
market power more likely. 

o EFET representative adds that EFET suspects that none of the measures would 
increase the attractiveness of new market parties and that general issues would not 
be resolved.   

o ENTSO-E representative notes that under much more restrict national market 
conditions as the harmonised EU market conditions new assets enter into the market 
(such as batteries) and that therefore the argument of non-attractiveness is at least 
questionable.   

o EFET representative follows up stating that TSOs are judging the efficiency of the 
market. 

o ENTSO-E representative clarifies that EB Regulation states that TSOs could add 
measures to ensure the efficient working of the market, and that it is obvious that 
balancing energy market in Europe is not meeting the requirements for an efficient 
functioning. He refers to the explanatory document which elaborates that certain 
conditions lead to inefficiencies and TSOs need to limit this inefficiency. 

• EURELECTRIC representative states that EURELECTRIC’s feedback at the previous EBSG 
meeting has not been considered enough either. She notes on the price cap, that it is too 
early to put forward these mitigation measures. Furthermore, she adds that there is no 
economic rationale for marginal pricing. 

o ENTSO-E representative notes that there are disparities in the messages provided by 
EURELECTRIC members at the national level and at the European level. 

o EURELECTRIC representative clarifies that EURELECTRIC is not opposed to the 
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mitigation measures, and that the feedback provided is a consolidation of national 
feedback.  

• NRA representative states that, regardless of the proposed mitigation measures (which look 
reasonable from the NRA’s side), there is a legal obligation to join the platforms by the end 
of the derogation deadline. He adds that, from a legal point of view, it is not possible to 
postpone or cancel the connection to a balancing platform dependent on the outcome of 
the approval process of these mitigation measures.  

o ENTSO-E representative replies that the EB Regulation contains provisions on 
derogations, and that derogations are up to NRA’s approval and are thus a national 
responsibility. He adds that the project planning on platform level and presented in 
accession roadmaps is based on pure national implementation planning. 
 

➢ ENTSO-E to correct the reference in Art. 3(5) to 4(c) instead of 4(b). 
 

6. Transparency platform updates 
 
ENTSO-E representative provides answers to raised points in the previous EBSG meeting relevant to EB 
Regulation as well as an overview of the recent developments and next steps for the Transparency 
Platform workplan. He adds that Nijat Gasimov (ENTSO-E) would take the role of Market Advisor on 
the Transparency Platform and asks stakeholders to refer to him in the future.  

a. ENTSO-E feedback on questions from previous EBSG meeting 

1. ENTSO-E and Transparency Platform experts from TSOs are expected to discuss internally 
whether to transfer the historic data from the gap solution location Transnet website 
published there before Q1 2023 to the Transparency Platform. 

ENTSO-E representative notes that netted and exchanged volumes are transferred to the 
Transparency Platform. He states that the change request on cross-border marginal prices was 
deployed at the Transparency Platform on 17 October, and the data is ready to be transferred. 

EBSG discusses: 

• ACER representative asks ENTSO-E’s representative to send an email to EBSG members when 
the transfer of Cross Border Marginal Prices data is ready. 

o ENTSO-E representative answers that he will send an update email to EBSG members 
once the Cross Border Marginal Prices data is published on the Transparency 
Platform. 

• EFET representative asks if there are plans to decommission the Transnet website.  
o ENTSO-E representative replies that ENTSO-E needs to start to decommission it and 

that there should be one source of information, but there is no deadline yet to do so. 

2. ENTSO-E and Transparency Platform experts from TSOs to research the possibility of clarifying 
the definition of the batteries for the purpose of data reporting and to report the data for 
batteries separately on the Transparency Platform.  

ENTSO-E representative replies that on 22 November there will be an ENTSO-E Transparency User 
Group (ETUG) meeting to share the proposal on Energy Storage and stakeholders can provide their 
views then.  
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EBSG discusses: 

• EFET representative asks for a clarification about the timeline and, as there is a week for 
stakeholders to react, he asks if ENTSO-E representative can share the document before the 
end of November. 

o ENTSO-E representative states that the proposal can be shared before other 
materials are ready to give stakeholders time for feedback. 

 
3. ENTSO-E and Transparency Platform experts from TSOs are expected to add a description for 

balancing data on the Transparency Platform and consider creating a correspondence or 
explanatory table to support Transparency Platform data querying.  
 

ENTSO-E representative notes that this has been implemented and that data descriptions are 
updated for all Balancing domains on interoperability tests (IOP) & production, and that ENTSO-E 
has updated the Graphical User Interface (GUI) titles and subtitles. He states that if no other 
comments today, ENTSO-E should close this topic.  

 
EBSG discusses:  
 

• ACER representative notes that the reason the topic was left open was to allow stakeholders 
to provide feedback, and that otherwise it could be closed. 

o EFET representative notes that EFET has not received any comments and accepts to 
close the topic. 

 
➢ ENTSO-E to send an update email to EBSG members once the Cross Border Marginal Prices 

data is published on the Transparency Platform. 
 

 

7. Closing and next steps 
 

Reminder on next meetings: 
a) Balancing Platforms Stakeholders' Workshop (online): 30 November 
b) EBSG dates for 2024 are announced: 17 April and 6 November (physical/hybrid meeting in 

Brussels) 

EBSG discusses: 

• EFET representative asks whether an additional EBSG meeting can be held sometime following 
the TSOs’ accessions in July 2024. 

o  ACER representative notes that there is a possibility to have an additional meeting in 
case of a need, but this can be decided on an ad-hoc basis. 

 
*** 

ENTSO-E representative and ACER representative thank the participants and close the meeting. 

https://www.entsoe.eu/events/2023/11/30/balancing-platforms-stakeholders-workshop/#:~:text=Therefore%2C%20the%20balancing%20projects%20in,reference%20prior%20to%20the%20webinar

